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Abstract
The current study is quantitative by nature; it cognitively studies the polysemous network of the English
preposition at and its various meanings. The results of the pre-test conducted by the researcher have tentatively
revealed that Iraqi second language (L2) learners fall in the perplexity because of the multi-usages of this
preposition. This incomprehensive view of the preposition at motivates the researcher to analyze this preposition
semantically according to insights from cognitive linguistics (CL) that was developed by Evans and Tyler (2003).
Accordingly, sixty-eight second year university students participated in this experimental study. The pre-test and
post-test data were analyzed using SPSS. Results have shown the following: First, a progress of more than
(0.05≤) has been detected as far as students' understanding of the multiple usages of the preposition at. Second,
the results of the questionnaire have shown a prominent positive change in the students' attitude toward CL
approach. Third, the main source of difficulty regarding the diversity in the semantics of the preposition at has
been displayed. Fourth, CL as an approach has proven its effectiveness in accurately comprehending of the
semantics of the English preposition at.
Keywords: cognitive linguistic, semantic, English prepositions
1. Introduction
In Iraq, English is considered as a second language. Linguists as well as English teachers have long noticed that
generally the acquisition of prepositions is a major challenge for L2 learners (Celce-Murcia & Larsen-Freeman,
1999). Besides, Arab learners sometimes use expressions without prepositions. For instance, they say “to discuss”
not “to discuss about”, or “to marry” not “to marry with” (Saed & Yassin, 2017). For example, recognizing the
difference between the prepositions by and with is far unclear. On one hand, the sentence: “The text is linked by a
code”, is a near paraphrase of: “The text is linked with a code”. On the other hand, the sentence: “the text is written
by Mary” is semantically interpreted quite differently from: “the text is written with Mary”.
CL approach offers a full analysis of English prepositions and other languages, too. It elicits the meaning of a
preposition as schematizing the spatial configuration between two entities, an abstract notion, and a functional
element (Tyler & Evans, 2003). These CL insights are used in analyzing the English preposition at. Thus, this
study is to test the effectiveness of CL approach in accurately and systematically comprehending the English
preposition at.
1.1 Objectives of the Study
The study aims at examining the extent to which CL as an approach helps increase the participants' ability to elicit
the semantics of the English preposition at in their speech contexts.
1.2 Limitations of the Study
The study was limited to second-year students in the Department of English /College of Education for Women/
University of Baghdad/ Iraq. It was conducted during the academic year 2017/2018. Sixty-eight participants were
randomly selected by putting their names in a basket, shaking the basket and then randomly selecting names.
2. An Overview of Cognitive Linguistics as an Approach
This section is primarily devoted to concentrate on CL approach and its practical implementations in obtaining the
semantics of English prepositions for L2 learners. George Lakoff, Ron Langacker, and Len Talmy are considered
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the fathers of CL approach constructed in the early eighties of the 20th C. It deals with the language as a tool of
organizing, processing, and conveying information (Geeraerts & Cuyckens, 2010).
CL approach addresses language issues to be understood according to the individual and social conditions
(American Association for Applied linguistics, 2018). In a parallel line to applied linguistics, CL approach focuses
on studying language, mind, and sociocultural experience. It is known by its commitment to the continuous
correlation of meaning and form in the study of language. CL approach adopts the view that language does not
adopt a modular view of mind as much as it reflects general aspects of cognition. It is mainly concentrated on
two general areas of analysis: the study of language organization (cognitive grammar) and language as a means
of studying aspects of conceptual structure (cognitive semantics) (Evans, 2012).
English prepositions are difficult to be understood since they have multi-meanings or are polysemous. They are the
most repetitive words in English, and have a complex set of uses. Therefore, L2 learners face the challenge of
comprehending the English prepositions (Celce-Murica & Larsen-freeman, 1999). Thus, CL approach is used to
address this issue out of analyzing the English prepositions and their semantic networks in terms of spatial sense,
spatial relations, and figurative sense (Mueller, 2016).
English prepositions construct spatial relations among a land mark and an agent. The multiple meanings associated
with English prepositions can be represented as being systematically related within a motivated semantic network
(Tyler et al., 2011). The central notion of a spatial scene creates conceptualized relations between two entities in a
spatial experience and interaction. For example “the glass of water is on the table”, the spatial scene in this
example means that there is a contact between the glass and the table. This motivates another scene which is
described as “the water is in the glass”. These relations are important because without the table, the glass will fall
and be broken, and without the glass, the water will spill. The spatial scene involves a support relationship between
“the table & the glass” and “the glass & the water” (Tyler et al., 2011). The human interaction response to the
scene of “the glass of water is on the table” differs due to the viewer's main concentration. One will concentrate on
the relation between the table and glass while another on the relation between the glass and the water inside it. Thus,
one can get the result that there are no identical vantage points. The way a viewer views the physical vantage point
of a spatial scene will determine the way that he will interpret it according to his conceptualization (Evans & Tyler,
2003).
The central scene extends different spatial relations in a systematic way. Prepositions that describe a contact
develop rotated senses (Boers, 1996). For instance, “the glass is on the table” → “the jar is on the table”; this is
called the spatial relations. Figurative sense is also developed from a spatial scene. Beside the fact that “the glass is
on the table” represents a spatial configuration of entities, it further connotes the metaphorical sense that the first
entity (the glass) is up and the second entity (the table) is down (Boers & Demecheleer, 1998).
There are hard works directed to analyze the semantics of English prepositions in terms of CL insights. Rice (1992)
finds that the prepositions at, on, and in have spatial and locative functions that help in configuring entities. These
prepositions also have multiple-configured grounds and temporal functions. Used temporally, at, on, and in serve
to locate an event relative to a brief point, short period, or vast expanse of time. Rice asserts that these prepositions
have a deictic function and predicate meaning which are greatly dependent on the speaker's expectations.
When analyzing the polysemous nature of the preposition at, Fernando (1998) explains the way it is understood by
natives and researchers. For native speakers, at is considered a point of introducing a complement
conceptualization. For researchers, like Hawkins (1984), the conceptual meaning of at has a general locative sense.
Cienki (1989), on the other hand, says at has a determined function in the interactions of humans. The dynamic
uses of at describe motion and implicate a sense of spatial configuration (Fernando, 1998).
The two main notions, location and the motion, are the central sources of meaning for most of the frequent English
prepositions. These central senses are considered the starting points of meanings that extend across other domains
by ways of semantic change mechanisms, such as metaphor, frame-of-focus variation, and subjectification.
Metaphor which is typically defined as a conceptual mechanism that helps understand and experience a thing in
terms of another as in the analysis of Figures 3 and 4. Frame-of-focus variation means that the meaning differs
according to the context, for example “I asked out of curiosity” out of means with; in contrast, out of means without
in the example “we are out of money”. As for subjectification, it involves projecting the speakers' attitude or
judgment. When the speaker views two entities, s/he evaluates the more beneficial one, for instance, “the players
are at the stadium” (Rhee, 2004).
The cognitive semantic analysis shows that the English preposition at has different matrix domains and
sub-domains of meanings in specific categorizations. The matrix domains are time, place, value, direction,
condition, and distance. These domains create sub-domains of meaning as duration, state, specific place, unit of
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measurement, outward movement, reaction, reference and others. Such a result has been arrived at when analyzing
phrasal verbs, expressions, and normal sentences that involve the preposition at (Al-Bahrani & Al-Robuye, 2016).
Tyler and Evans (2003) find that the central meaning of at creates a spatial scene between two close objects as in
the “the ball is at the corner” Throughout their semantic analysis, Tyler et al. (2011) focus on two senses of the
preposition at, the functional sense and the intensity sense. The functional sense appears when the Focus element is
a human. If there is a person acting on an inanimate object, then this person is acting for a particular reason. There
is co-location for the human and the inanimate object. The focus element, the human, can interact with ground
element. As in the example, “Marry is at the drums”. The prototypical configuration involves a functional
relationship between Marry and the drums. The intensity sense is emerged from the hard interaction between
humans as focus elements and inanimate objects, for example “the players are fighting at the basket”. The players
are busy in attacking and defending the basket to achieve their goals (Tyler et al., 2011).
Tyler and Evans (2004) assert that prepositions are best modelled using CL approach as such an approach spatially
diagrams the configuration between a trajector and a land mark, encoding abstract notions, as in: “the policeman
shouted at the driver”. In this example, the preposition at conveys abstract impression through the verb “shouted”.
Accordingly, CL has proven to be more accurate and systematic than traditional accounts.
Brala (2008) notices that there are seven semantic analyses of the English preposition at; these include the
following: Cooper (1968), Leech (1969), Bennett (1975), Quirk (1985), Herskovits (1986), and Lindstromberg
(1997), Tyler and Evans (2003). All these analyses concentrate on the relation between a Figure and a ground.
She also finds that there are coincidence of F and G in the treatment of at. For example, “Trevor is at the sofa” is
an example which speaks loud and clear in favour of coincidence, the dominant semantic trait of at. Coincidence
occurs when G controls the location of F.
Winter & Christian (2012) find that the meaning of at can be more appropriately formalized by starting from the
concept of a contrast set of locations. There is a set of contrasting locations in mind, the meaning of at a location
A is limited to locations which are close to A or to any other alternative location to A. The contrast set of
locations forms part of the context of the conversation. Place are not characterized by boundaries. Places are
rather characterized by prototypes or centers, or are even conceived of as dimensionless entities in information
space, for example, “the train is at the station”.
Vasardani et al. (2017) prove that at has a spatial locational relation in locative expressions. They also suggest that
geographic information science can model the range of uses of preposition at; for instance, “The airport is at the
west side of the city”. They conclude that at is used when the focus of attention is not on encoding more specific
spatial relations between location and reference object but rather on the specification of the reference object as a
relevant location; for example, “they are at Canada”.
Words, expressions, and constructions have different meanings that are contextually highlighted. Context helps
participants to acquire the semantics of these various meanings. The steps of comprehension identify the
difference of language usage between a native speaker and a L2 learner (Mandreoli et al., 2005). Thus, the
analysis in this study follows Tyler and Evans’ model (2003).
All the above mentioned studies verify the polysemous nature of English prepositions, and prove the suitability of
CL approach in comprehending the semantics of English prepositions.
3. Semantic Analysis of the Preposition “at”
This section shows the semantic analysis of the preposition at as developed by (Tyler & Evans, 2003). Cognitive
semantic analysis can help overcome the perplexity encountered due to the polysemous nature of the preposition at
and get accurate comprehension of its usages and expressions.
Spatial sense can be viewed physically depending on the vantage point of the viewer. As long as this physical view
depends on the viewer; therefore, there is no two identical vantage points (Tyler & Evans, 2004). The first central
spatial sense of at can be represented in "the student is at school". School is a land mark, and it is a place. At refers
to a specific place which is a school. It defines the place of the student. The trajector “the student” is inside the land
mark “the school”. This scene can be represented in the following diagram as set by the researcher of the present
work.
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Figure 1. Thhe student is at school
Source: This figure is set by thhe researcher.

ce, at
Figure 1 iss an example of the spatial relations as inn “the student is looking at tthe teacher”. IIn this sentenc
refers to aanother entity, “the teacher””, and it has a different meanning. Here, theere are two enntities: one is stable
s
while the oother is movabble. There is acction and targeet with a non-pphysical objectt. This is becauuse the studentt uses
his vision to watch the teacher. In the example, “T
Tom threw thee ball at Hani””, there is a sppatial sense with
w a
physical obbject. This furrther develops a figurative seense that these guys are playiing and collaboorating to achieve a
goal. Therre is also a sennse of motion;; these senses are possibly tto be highlightted through CL approach, which
w
activates thhe different annd subjective coonceptualizatioons of meaningg (Tyler & Evaans, 2003). Figgure 1 also indicates
the relationn between timee and place; w
which can also eexist metaphorrically within llanguage (Casanto & Borodiitsky,
2008)
Another ceentral sense off at can be reppresented in “
“the moon is m
more beautiful at night”; here, there is a sp
patial
sense and a formalizationn of a mental im
mage that is deefined by time.. At defines thee best time to see the moon; itt also
conveys a vertical-horizoontal axis depeending on the pposition of the m
moon. It clearlly shows that thhe physical van
ntage
points do nnot offer the saame view. At sshows durationn of time; it cann be representeed in the follow
wing diagram. This
diagram iss set by the researcher.

Figuure 2. The mooon is more beauutiful at night
Source: This figure is set by thhe researcher.

Night is sttarted and endeed at specific ppoints. Metaphhorically, theree is a superlativve notion to seee the moon at night
than other times.
The abstraact notion of the preposition aat can be repreesented in the fo
following exam
mples: “Maya is good at Engllish”,
“Rony is ggood at shootinng”, “the mother is angry at hher son”. These examples shoow degree, conndition, skill, value,
v
scale, stand, direction. Thhat is, angry at her son refleccts the sense off reaction as a sub-domain off the matrix domain
of conditioon whereas goood at shooting reflects the seense of averagee, degree, or level as a sub-doomain of the matrix
m
domain off condition (Al-Bahrani & All-Robuye, 2016).
The back aand forth sensee of at can be clarified as in “the boss andd workers wavved at each othher”. The motion in
this exampple is reciprocaal between twoo entities. The first sends andd the second reeceives, and thee second resen
nds to
the first. T
There is a spatial sense whhich imposes spatial relatioons between tthe entities thaat demonstrate
e the
metaphoriccal sense as a higher statuss act and loweer status react. Physically, thhis example shhows to the la
ateral
viewer a hhorizontal axis between two eentities. There is also an absttract sense if onne highlights tthe ranks of the
e two
entities "thhe boss has a higher rank tthan workers”. The followinng diagrams seets by the reseearcher show these
relations:

Figure 33. Physical stattus
Source: This figure is set by thhe researcher.
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Figure 44. Abstract rannks
Source: This figure is set by thhe researcher.

4. The Experiment
To achieve thiss aim,
The experiiment of this sttudy aims at reepresenting thee preposition att in the light off CL insights. T
the researccher conductedd an experimennt that involved the following:
1)

usingg pictures that help
h illustratinng the spatial ssense of the preeposition at;

2)

askinng the participaants to concepttualize the spaatial sense from
m the displayedd pictures;

3) answ
wering a test to measure
m
the paarticipants' righht choice of prrepositions thatt suits and com
mpletes the mea
aning
of a sentennce;
4)

Resuults of the pre-ttest and post-teest were quantiitatively analyyzed using pairred sample stattistics, the SPS
SS.

4.1 Particiipants and Proocedures
The participants were sixxty-eight secoond year univerrsity students. Those particippants had no pprior idea abou
ut CL
approach, nor searched about
a
the polyssemous nature of English preepositions. As for the proceddures followed, they
include thee following:
1) Illustrating to the paarticipants CL approach and its main princiiples;
2) Conduucting a pre-tesst that containss images to bee analyzed, senntences to be reephrased, and ggaps to be fille
ed;
3) Conduucting a post-teest which conttains the same steps of the prre-test; and
4)

Subm
mitting a three--question questtionnaire that rreflects the parrticipants' view
w about CL appproach.

4.2 Pre-tesst
Result of tthe pre-test waas (68) marks ccollected by thhe researcher. This score refl
flects the particcipants' progressive
view abouut CL after theey have just hhad a simple iidea about thee approach. It further refleccts the particip
pants'
difficulty iin comprehendding and differrentiating amoong the usages of at and otheer prepositionss. The score fu
urther
reveals thaat the participaants cannot deeeply analyzingg the spatial sense or getting the spatial relations or figurrative
sense of thhe preposition in the sentencces. Moreover, the resulted sscore reveals tthat the particiipants depende
ed on
their previious notion of the preposition and its uses.. Besides, mosst of them faileed to identify tthe spatial scen
ne or
find the enntities in the sentences
s
or piictures. They aalso committeed vital mistakkes in filling inn the gaps with the
appropriatte preposition.
4.3 Post-teest
Ten weekss of illustrationn were spent tto explain aboout CL approacch using the exxperiment of T
Tyler and Eva
ans in
(2003), coonducting the tests, and doingg the semanticc analysis of thhe English prepposition at. Duuring this perio
od of
time, the pparticipants waatched videos tthat clearly expplained CL appproach, and shhowed its merits in comparison to
other tradiitional accountts in analyzingg prepositions.. The participaants worked inn groups and reephrased sente
ences
with the prreposition at annd defined theiir meanings. T
They also interppreted picturess and defined thhe spatial sense
e and
relations fo
found in each picture.
p
When it was time forr the test, they did the same ttasks but indivvidually.
Throughouut the results of
o the post-testt, the participaants showed a remarkable im
mprovement inn analyzing im
mages
that have tthe prepositionn in question, aand identified tthe spatial sensse and relation created by this preposition. They
achieved a notable awareeness of the meeaning and usaages of at. Theyy were further able to grasp thhe surface mea
aning,
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and conneect between thhe entities andd their relationns. They weree also capable of eliciting thhe figurative sense
s
derived froom the spatial scenes.
The follow
wing table show
ws the differennce between thee pre-test and ppost-test markss of the particippants. The marrks of
the particippants are not mentioned
m
heree to save spacees. The results were analyzedd using SPSS sstatistical edito
or.
Table 1. T
The difference between
b
the prre-test and posst-test
[DataSet0]]
Paired Samples Statisticss
N
Stdd. Deviation
Pre-test
68
2.512
Pair 1
Post-test
68
1.676
Paired Saamples Correlations
N
Correllation
Pair 1
Pre-test & post-teest
68
.2114
Note. If the ddifference betweenn both tests is less than (0. 05), thenn, the study is invaalid.
If the differennce between both tests is more thann (0. 05), then, the study is valid.
Mean
11.23
15.81

Std. Error Meann
.292
.201
Sig.
.068

Table 1 shhows the numbber of the partiicipants whichh is 68, and their average in the pre-test, w
which is 11.23, and
the post-teest, which is 155.81. The partiicipants showeed a progress oof 4.58 marks. Since the diffference between the
two meanss of both tests showed a proggress that was more that (0. 05), then, thiss study is validd. The results are
a in
agreementt with the reseearch of Evanss and Tyler (22003). This meeans that CL aapproach can m
make a remark
kable
positive chhange within thhe participantss' comprehensiion of English prepositions.
4.4 Questiionnaire
The questiionnaire is set to test the parrticipants' acceeptance to the new theory inn analyzing preepositions and their
meanings. Figure 5 below
w shows the pparticipants attiitudes clearly.

stud
dents' to
otal num
mber 68
8
Semaantic analysis helps to increaase the studen
nts'
comp
prehension of English prepossition at
Semaantic analysis o
of Cognitive lin
nguistics is verry vast
and increas perplexxity
theree is not much d
difference befo
ore and after tthe
experiment
1
1% 3%

96%

Figure 5. The questionnaire's results
The questiionnaire clearlly shows that 96% of the pparticipants; thhat is, 65 out oof 68 of the tootal number of
o the
participantts think that thhe cognitive seemantic analyssis is helpful. M
Moreover, 3%
%, which repressents 2 particip
pants
only find nno difference after
a
the experriment. In adddition, 1%; thatt is, 1 participant only has ddifficulty sittin
ng for
the experim
ment.
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5. Results and Findings
This experiment changes the participants' view when dealing with the English preposition at. It consolidates their
information and enables them to comprehend the meaning of English preposition in different ways. It can expand
the students' comprehension and interpretation to other English prepositions. Participants can use the schema
diagram to draw figures for prepositions and identify the entities, spatial, and non-spatial relations. That is;
generally speaking the cognitive linguistic models and/or theories enhance the conceptual way of thinking. In this
regard, Al-Bahrani and Al-Robuye, (2016) further add that the cognitive linguistic theory of Matrix Domain by
Langaker helps classify the different senses of the preposition at and keep the diagram set by them in the
participants' mind when choosing the right sense.
Results of the test and the questionnaire have further proven the effectiveness of CL approach. Its new trends in
explaining the conveyed meaning is unique and convincing. CL approach's views might not be ignored or
neglected in acquiring a second language because it offers a better account when dealing with prepositions than
that of the traditional ways. Moreover cognitive linguistic theory reflects the individual or subjective
conceptualization of senses. By this, one can know about the way participants think and help them adjust in
accordance with that of acquired language.
6. Conclusion
The use of CL approach in analyzing the meaning of the English preposition at is more effective and evident.
Thus, using CL approach to increase the participants' awareness in comprehending some aspects of English
prepositions is a priority. Specialists in applied linguistics and linguistic theories should have given the chance to
play a bigger role in adopting the insights of such fields in facilitating the educational and linguistic problems
encountered by the participants when acquiring English as a second language. Finally, this semantic analysis of
prepositions promises a great utility in L2 classrooms.
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